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Abstract 
 

Using the lenses of the Global Value Chain analysis, this paper explores the concept of 
upgrading and the role of supply chain management in the context of the Italian textile 
and apparel industry. By means of five case studies, we highlight different upgrading 
trajectories, the internal and external drivers and which supply chain management 
leverages were applied. Moreover, we analyse the impacts of upgrading on supply chain 
performance. Results show that despite similar external and internal drivers, different 
forms of upgrading can occur even within the same company. Moreover, supply chain 
management practices appear fundamental not only for efficiency related upgrading but 
for all the forms. As a consequence, there are significant impacts also on the supply 
chain performance . 
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Introduction 
Supply Chains (SC) have an evolutionary character: there is a relationship in how the 
changes in the SC influence the strategies and practices of companies and how these in 
turn change the structure of the SC. Despite a general lack of longitudinal and 
evolutionary studies in the SC field, it is possible to identify some approaches that to 
addressed such issue. For instance, Williamson (2008) and Fine (2000) focused on the 
evolution of make-or-buy decisions; others focused on the dynamic capabilities in 
managing the SC (e.g., Vanpoucke et al., 2014); finally, the institutional isomorphism 
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theory (e.g., DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Sancha et al., 2014) has been used to show 
how an external and evolving context affects SC decisions. 

Nevertheless, all these approaches lack in considering the global nature of today’s 
SCs and in providing strategic guidelines to companies. To overcome this gap, in this 
paper we propose the use of the Global Value Chain analysis, and its central concept of 
Upgrading. Upgrading has been traditionally associated to the improvement of a set of 
firms in a SC stage, often in the same geographical area, in response to changes in the 
SC (e.g. Gereffi 1999; Bair and Gereffi, 2001).  

As the literature on Global Value Chains and upgrading, is industry-specific, we 
decided to focus on the textile and clothing industry. This industry is one of the world’s 
largest industries, globally worth over $1 trillion, while also one of the world’s most 
polluting. The related SC has undergone tremendous changes in terms of fragmentation 
and global dispersion of the production activities, and concentrating power of brand 
owners and retailers that coordinate and control a myriad of suppliers (Gereffi, 1999). 
This evolving competitive landscape put in great difficulty the manufacturing 
companies in developed countries. These companies have been put under pressure by an 
increasing competition from Far East suppliers and a concentrating power of their 
customers. Even if the majority of these companies has faced reduced margins and 
many exited the business, a quite relevant number is still active and profitable, also 
thanks to SC management initiatives (Bruce et al., 2004).  

As a consequence, by means of six case studies in this paper explored how a set of 
Northern Italian textile manufacturing companies reacted to the above mentioned global 
shifts and upgraded into their global value chain to keep competing on the market. In 
particular, we focus on the role of SC management in supporting the upgrading process 
and the effects of upgrading on the SC. 

The paper is organized as follows. First we present the relevant literature on GVC, 
upgrading and the relationship with SC management. In this section, we also highlight 
the gaps in the literature and formulate our research questions. Next the methodology is 
presented and a description of the companies involved in the study. Finally, we present 
the results and draw the main conclusions. 
 
Literature review and research questions 
Global SCs have been analyzed from different perspectives; however, one emerging 
framework of analysis is the Global Value Chain (GVC) (Gereffi et al., 2001; Gereffi et 
al., 2005; Humphrey and Schmitz, 2000; UNCTAD, 2013).  

The GVC framework has been widely used in the fields of economic development 
and industry-level analysis of patterns of globalization (e.g., Gibbon, 2001; Giuliani et 
al., 2005; Humphrey and Schmitz, 2000). The GVC framework, which starts with 
mapping the structure of the entire chain, identifies different types of inter-firm 
relationships (i.e., governance typologies) and patterns of upgrading, has been 
advocated as a powerful tool for improving the SC management discipline (Abecassis-
Moedas, 2006; Gereffi and Lee, 2012). The GVC differs from a SC as the former 
provides a higher-level industry view of the input-output processes, while the latter 
usually refers to how the flows of goods and information are managed at the company 
level and with its suppliers and customers.  

In this paper we adopt the GVC framework with a specific focus on the concept of 
upgrading. This concept is based on the idea that firms to remain competitive should 
innovate, in a boarder sense. Nevertheless, the competitive advantage provided by any 
innovation should be relative to the pace of innovation of the competitors (Kaplinsky 
and Morris, 2001). So, only when a firm is able to innovate and increase its own yields 
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it is actually upgrading (Kaplinsky and Readman, 2005; Morrison et al., 2008). 
Differently from the strategic management literature, the analysis of upgrading 
trajectories is made within the GVC framework, thus embeds how the upgrading is 
related to the geographical and relational structure of the value chain. This last point 
makes evident the intimate connection between this literature and supply chain 
management.  

More in detail, Gereffi (1999) and Kaplinski and Morris (2001) identify four distinct 
trajectories through which a company at a specific stage of the value chain can pursue 
upgrading: process upgrading; product upgrading; functional upgrading; chain 
upgrading.  

Process upgrading basically deals with improving the efficiency of the processes. 
This can happen within the firm (e.g., lower scrap, inventories, energy consumption) or 
between firms. The literature on SC integration offers many examples of how inter-firm 
relationships can improve efficiency e.g., by means of information sharing to reduce the 
bullwhip effect, or by using just-in-time and vendor managed inventory to reduce 
inventories (Frohlich and Westbrook, 2001; Tan et al., 1999). Typically process 
upgrading should be followed by an improvement of the technology (e.g., ICT) and 
personnel skills (Schmitz and Knorringa, 2000).  

Next, product upgrading, relates to the development of new products or to the 
improvement in the quality of existing ones. For instance, in the textile industry this 
type of upgrading was observed in Western firms that over time move from basic 
products to special, custom-made and high quality products for the high-end fashion 
industries (Fernandez-Stark et al., 2011). After that, functional upgrading means to 
increase competitiveness by reviewing a firm’s mix of activities or its positioning along 
the supply chain. This type of upgrading can lead to a change in the degree of vertical 
integration (e.g., by means of outsourcing or insourcing) and the position in the chain 
occupied by the firm (by shifting upstream or downstream). Despite the high number of 
possible outcomes resulting from this upgrading process, the literature focused 
identified some typical paths (Gereffi, 1999). These paths usually rely on the existence 
of a smiling curve (Bartlett and Ghoshal) that pushes companies to keep in house or 
insource the high value-adding activities (typically very upstream or downstream, such 
as design and marketing) and outsource lower value added activities (typically 
manufacturing and assembly). Finally, chain upgrading is related to moving to a higher 
profitable chain leveraging the knowledge developed in the original chain.  

While process upgrading can be performed in isolation, product upgrading (Gereffi 
et al., 2001) often requires process upgrading (i.e., companies need new processes and 
technology to make new products). The same logic applies to functional upgrading that 
may require a simultaneous process of product and process upgrading, and chain 
upgrading that, being the most complex upgrading process, may require all the previous 
ones (Kaplinsky, 2013). Recently, social upgrading has been added to these original 
four patterns to include the effects of Corporate Social Responsibility initiatives 
(Gereffi and Lee, 2014). 

In this context, SC management is mentioned only as a way to support process 
upgrading by means of reducing costs. However, SC management can also upgrade the 
process by increasing the agility, responsiveness and reduce risks (Christopher, 2000; 
Lee, 2004). Nevertheless, these effects are not integrated in the GVC literature. 
Moreover, if the firms wants to upgrade its products it may be necessary the 
collaboration and co-design with key suppliers. Similarly, if the product upgrading is 
related to a custom made product, the collaboration with customers becomes 
fundamental (Dowlatshahi, 1998; Hartley et al., 1997; Petersen et al., 2006). While the 
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GVC literature acknowledges the existence of different relational forms among buyer 
and suppliers, this variable not analysed as a upgrading leverage.  

In conclusion to this section, we can highlight the limitations in the literature that led 
to the development of our research questions. 

Taking the perspective of SC management, the literature appears quite fragmented 
and focused on various topics separately. For instance, some studies have taken into 
account the geographic dimension of SCs (e.g., Cagliano et al., 2008; Handfield, 1994) 
and others the relational dimension (e.g., Hernández-Espallardo et al., 2010; Motwani et 
al., 1998), typically focusing on key suppliers or customers and then dyadic buyer-
supplier relationships, rather than considering the entire supply chain, which includes 
many tiers and branches. Because of that, “there have been several calls for studies to 
focus on the entire supply network rather than focusing on interactions between isolated 
pairs of firms” (Pilbeam et al., 2012). By analysing the entire global value chain, the 
relationships and upgrading processes, the GVC framework could help to overcome this 
gap (Gereffi and Lee, 2012). Still, the GVC framework “as is” presents several 
limitations for the SC management field. First, it has been applied mainly at the industry 
level rather than firm level. This means that upgrading is often seen as a process 
undertaken by all the firms in the same geographical area and stage in the chain. 
However, because of different internal and external characteristics, firms could follow 
different patterns of upgrading. As a consequence, focusing on the Italian textile and 
apparel industry, our first two research questions are: 

1. What typologies of upgrading processes have been undertaken by Italian textile 
and apparel companies in the last years? 

2. What are the internal and external drivers the lead to different forms of 
upgrading? 

Next, our paper aims to redefine the role of SC management in the upgrading 
processes, from just being a set of techniques to reduce costs, to a more developed 
approach that encompasses also the redefinition of the relationships with suppliers and 
customers and can be also aimed to higher flexibility, agility, responsiveness and 
reduction of risks. Thus, our third research question is: 

3. What are the SC leverages used to carry out an upgrading process? 

Finally, to support the dynamic view, we aim to close the loop and analyse the 
outcomes on the SC implied by the upgrading process. As a consequence, our fourth 
research question is: 

4. What are the impacts on the SC implied by an upgrading process? 
 

Methodology 
Since this study focuses on a contemporary phenomenon not yet thoroughly researched, 
a case-based approach was selected as the most appropriate methodology (Yin, 2009). 
As argued by Voss et al. (2002), the first vital step in designing case research is the 
definition of the conceptual framework. Such a framework explains, either graphically 
or in a narrative form, the main aspects that have to be studied (Miles and Huberman, 
1994) and it helps researchers to: i) shape the initial research design, ii) measure 
constructs more accurately, and iii) have a firmer empirical grounding for the emergent 
theory (Voss et al., 2002). The development of the research conceptual framework was 
based on literature review within supply chain management, global value chain and 
change management. In particular, it is composed by four constructs (Fig. 1): 
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- Upgrading - process, product, functional, chain (Gereffi, 1999; Kaplinsky and 
Morris, 2001) 

- Drivers - internal (strategy, performance dips, innovation, sustainability, 
changes in management team) and external (changes in competitive forces, 
regulation/deregulation, changes in customer expectation, changes in standards, 
technology changes)(Oakland and Tanner, 2007; Radović Marković, 
2008)(Paton and McCalman, 2008); 

- Leverages – Strategic supplier partnership, strategic customer relationship, 
information sharing, information quality, postponement, lean practices, 
outsourcing/subcontracting, vertical integration, global suppliers, local suppliers 
(Choon Tan et al., 2002; Lenny Koh et al., 2007; Li et al., 2006; Li et al., 2005);  

- Impacts, as defined by performance attribute of the Supply Chain Operations 
Reference (SCOR) model (Reliability, Responsiveness, Agility, Costs, and 
Asset Management), each one representing a group of metrics used to express a 
strategy (APICS SSC, 2015). 

 

 
Figure 1 – The research conceptual framework 

 
Cases were chosen based on carefully defined criteria. As the research sets out to 

understand the types of upgrading undertaken and their drivers, leverages and effects on 
the SC, we identified a set of historic Northern Italian textile manufacturing companies 
that cover different segments of the textile and clothing supply chain and that reacted to 
the above mentioned global shifts and upgraded their business to keep competing on the 
market. The companies were contacted in an attempt to gain access, and the selection 
procedure finally resulted in six case companies. Table 1 shows companies’ 
characteristics and supply chain positioning. During case studies, data were gathered in 
the field. The methods, instruments, procedures and general rules to be followed in 
carrying out the data collection were included in the case study protocol, obtained by 
synthesising the conceptual framework into semi-structured interviews (the protocol 
was first tested and refined through the use of an additional pilot case study in order to 
strengthen construct validity). The onsite interviews were carried out by two researchers 
in order to increase the reliability of the study, and interviewees included a number of 
management personnel at case companies, e.g. owner, CEO, Marketing and 
Communication manager, Operations manager. Supplementary methods of data 
gathering (i.e., analysis of company documentation and website) were also used in order 
to triangulate the data obtained from the interviews, also strengthening the construct 
validity of our study. The case studies allowed the identification, evaluation, and 
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matching of patterns as they emerged from within-case analysis in accordance with a 
theory building approach (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2009), that prescribes firstly to 
become familiar with each case as a separate entity in order to identify case specific 
patterns, and then to make cross-comparison to identify common patterns. The results 
were finally used to build the theoretical framework related to drivers, leverages, and 
effects on the SC of different upgrading types. 
 

Table 1 – Case studies (the grey boxes indicate the presence at the different stages of the 
chain) 

Case 

Turnover 
(2013) - 

M€ 

# of 
emplo
yees Product 

Busi
ness 

Turnover  
National/ 

International F S W F 

F
P
M R 

P
D B 

Q
C 

A 250 800 

Man-made yarns for 
hosiery and technical 

textiles B2B 
50% 
50% 

         
B 125 1400 

Fabrics for high-
quality shirt B2B 

30% 
70% 

         
C 66 420 Home textiles 

B2B 
B2C 

35% 
65% 

         
D 16 80 

Underwear, home 
wear 

B2B 
B2C 

60% 
40% 

         
E 16 49 Casual clothing B2C 

80% 
20% 

         

F 16 18 

Silk yarns for fashion 
fabrics, hand-knitting 

and men's hosiery B2B 
45% 
55% 

         
G 13 71 

Cycling and triathlon 
clothing B2C 

25% 
75% 

         F= fibre growing/production; S=spinning; W=weaving; F=finishing; FPM=final product manufacturing; R=retail; 
PD=product design; B=branding; Q=quality control 

 
 

Case studies 
Within case analysis 
The within case analysis identified drivers, leverages and effects on the SC related to 
the companies’ upgrading forms. Other factors, initially not included in the conceptual 
research framework and emerging from case studies’ analysis, were also included. All 
the factors were initially displayed in tabular form to break down each the case to its 
key elements. Next, we assessed the relationship between upgrading forms, drivers, 
leverages and effects on the SC. This was done by building a model for each case. Fig. 
2 represents the model developed for case A.  

 

 
Figure 2 – Case A analysis 
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This company is a global leading manufacturer of elastic, covered spandex yarns and 
the exclusive distributor of a renewed yarn brand and its success is based on four 
principles: quality, service, innovation, and social responsibility. Established in the ’70s, 
Company A now counts 3 production plants located in different continents and has 
about 750 employees in the world. For brevity sake, we did not include the description 
and discussion of each case in this version of the paper, but we report more insights on 
the cross-case analysis. 

 
Cross-case analysis 
The between case analysis aimed to identify patterns across the various organizations, 
rearranging the data from a case by case format to a construct by construct forma in 
order to produce a single model that is generalizable across the cases.  
Table 2 shows drivers, leverages and impacts on SC related to each upgrading form. 
 

Table 2 – Between case analysis 

  
Product Process Functional Chain 

In
te

rn
al

 
dr

iv
er

s 

Strategy A; C; D; F; G A; C A; B; C; E; G C; G 
Performance dips         
Innovation B; C; F B; C A; B; C C 
Sustainability A; D; F A; F     
Changes in management team         

E
xt

er
na

l 
dr

iv
er

s 

Changes in competitive forces B; C; G B; C A; B; C; E; G C; G 
Regulation/deregulation         
Changes in customer expectation A A A; E   
Changes in standards         
Technology changes   C     

SC
 L

ev
er

ag
es

 

Strategic supplier partnership A; C; D; F; G A; C; F B; D; E; G C; G 
Strategic customer relationship A; C; F   A; B; C C 
Postponement         
Information sharing A; C A; C A; B; C C 
Information quality         
Optimisation practices   A     
Outsourcing     E   
Vertical integration     B; C   
Use of local suppliers G   E; G G 
Use of global suppliers A; F A; F A; E   

Im
pa

ct
s 

Reliability C; D; F; G F B; C; G C; G 
Responsiveness C; G   B; C; E; G C; G 
Agility C; F; G F B; C; G C; G 
Costs C; D; F A; C; F A; C C 
Assets C; D; F; G A; C; F A; C; E; G C; G 

      OTHER INTERNAL DRIVERS         
1. Made in Italy value C; G       
2. Brand heritage     B   
      OTHER LEVERAGES         
1. Big historic product catalogue  C       
2. Highly skilled workforce C; D; F; G C; F B; C; D; G C; G 
3. Captive suppliers D       

 
First, we can observe that the mostly adopted upgrading processes are Product and 

Functional. Process upgrading is somehow less adopted while Chain adopted only in 
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few cases. The limited adoption of the last two process is likely related to the innovation 
dynamics that have characterized the industrial sector in the last decades, where 
research and innovation has been focused more on products and on internal integration 
to pursue differentiation. Second, we can observe that internal drivers are more relevant 
in influencing the choice of the upgrading process. In particular strategic drivers are 
frequently reported, likely changes in competitive forces that is the mostly cited external 
driver. This specific relationship is very tight in case of functional upgrading, where 
internal adaptation has been achieved mainly to favor this kind of drivers. We can also 
observe that Innovation is another relevant variable which makes perfect sense if we 
consider that upgrading is often implemented when internal innovations are applied. 
Sustainability is a relevant driver only for Product and Process upgrading. Quite 
surprisingly Chain upgrading does not seem to be related much with sustainability, 
indicating that companies do not perceive this process to be yet useful to pursue 
sustainability. Limited impact is found concerning changes in customer expectations, in 
standards, in management teams, and in regulations. Next, concerning SC leverages, we 
can observe that partnerships with suppliers are frequently adopted in all cases. 
Partnerships with customers are present but more in the case of Product and Functional 
upgrading: this makes sense if we consider that in this industry (like in many others) 
partnership with customers has been mainly operated to favor product design and has 
been supported by enhanced internal coordination. Information sharing and vertical 
integration are adopted in case of Functional upgrading, as we could expect, but it is a 
useful leverage also for the other processes. Limited impact is found concerning 
postponement, information quality, optimization practices and outsourcing. Interesting 
is the use of local vs. global suppliers. We can find some cases (A and F) that have 
adopted extensively global suppliers in case of product upgrading. On the contrary 
company G have leveraged for the same purpose on local suppliers. This practices has 
been then extended to other upgrading processes: G has relied on local suppliers also for 
Functional and Chain upgrading, while A for Product, Process and Functional. Last, 
we can consider the impacts on the supply chain. In general all upgrading processes 
have significant impacts on most of the performances. The only exception is process 
upgrading that impact mainly on efficiency performances (i.e. costs and assets) and 
have only limited effects on effectiveness performances (i.e. reliability, responsiveness 
and agility).  
 
Findings and conclusions 
Our results show that each of the companies, driven by both internal and external 
factors, undertook multiple upgrading trajectories (process, product, functional and - in 
some cases – chain upgrading) in the last years driven by different factors. As a matter 
of fact, the low cost and hyper-specialization competition, required a multi-dimensional 
revision of the strategy: moving to higher quality products, innovate, provide higher 
customization, integrate new functions and, at the same time making the production and 
logistics processes more efficient and flexible. Several contributions for SC 
management and GVC scholars, as well as practitioners, could be then drawn. 

Interestingly, SC management is a key leverage in these upgrading processes and 
there are significant impacts in return on the SC, not only considering a cost dimension 
(as traditionally done by GVC scholars), but also other performance attributes (asset 
management, agility, responsiveness, and reliability). For instance, product upgrading 
(higher quality and customization) requires to establish a tighter relationship with high 
quality suppliers and exchange more information with customers as well, bringing at the 
same time efficiency and effectiveness benefits. Process upgrading, mostly related to 
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cost and asset management advantages, is also supported by SC management: revising 
the production processes (e.g., to reduce energy consumption), but also synchronizing 
flows of goods with suppliers etc. The case of functional upgrading implies that 
companies integrated new functions, both upstream (to control quality) and downstream 
(to provide more services to customers), again transforming their SC and obtaining a 
wide range of positive impacts on their SC. In two cases, chain upgrading has been 
identified and completely new SCs have been set up, bringing efficiency and 
effectiveness benefits. Moreover, our results support practitioners in analysing how the 
company has reacted to both internal and external stimuli and in suggesting guidelines 
related to the selection and implementation of SC leverages and practices that match the 
current or future upgrading processes. All these aspects, upgrading process(es) and SC 
leverages, are then combined with the identification of potential impact areas that 
managers should measure and control, through the development of a structured 
Performance Measurement System (PMS), for monitoring key strategic and operational 
performance. 

In conclusion, our results support the idea that upgrading is an effective concept for 
scholars and practitioners to analyse jointly the evolution and the strategies of the 
companies in one SC. As a matter of fact, upgrading can be seen as a reaction to 
changes in the SC, but it is also supported by SC practices and, as a final outcome, it 
transforms the SC. 
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